Introduction
Several writers have considered the relations between the f-functions of an algebraic field and some of its subfields. Thus Artin f has, in a particular case, considered the question of the divisibility of the ¿"-function of a field by that of a subfield. In another paper} he has shown how all possible f-relations can be found. Explicit results of a general nature are however not arrived at. Herglotz § has investigated fields formed by the composition of several quadratic fields, thus generalizing a well known result of Dirichlet's.U Pollaczek|| has obtained results of a similar kind for Abelian fields with group of type (1, 1).
In all the cases cited, use is made of Hecke's** functional equation for the ¿"-function in an arbitrary field. Thus, for example, in Artin's first paper, a ¿"-relation is proved, except for a finite number of factors, by quite elementary methods; employing the functional equation, it is seen to hold in its entirety. Again, Herglotz and Pollaczek deduce discriminantal relationships by means of the functional equation.
In the following an explicit relation between ¿"-functions is deduced. The fields considered include as special cases those of Artin (first paper), Herglotz, and Pollaczek. No use is made of the Hecke functional equation; instead a method of an elementary nature is employed. Relations between discriminants also are easily proved by direct means. The first result of interest may be formulated thus :
Let K be an (absolute) Galois field of degree m and group Gm.ft We make the following assumptions concerning Gm: Gi is an invariant subgroup of index a, m = la. The complex (Gm -Gi+l-I), I representing the identity, may be exhibited as the sum of / non-overlapping conjugate groups. Further let ka be the Galois field corresponding* to G¡. To the I groups of order a mentioned above, let there correspond the / conjugate fields of degree /, ki, k'i, • • • , £)ji_1). With the above definitions and assumptions we shall prove ( §3)
(1) taU = UaUiaIf we next suppose that K is a relative Galois field, the base field being some F, while all the remaining assumptions on K are taken over for K/F, then (1) becomes (la) Çr'ÏK = r^U".
(It should be noted that all our f-relations are proved only for a half-plane.)
The second general result concerns the discriminants of the fields defined.
If by d(k) we denote the discriminant of any field k, we find ( §4)
when K is absolute Galoisian. In the more general case, we may suppose that each d in (2) is a relative with respect to the field F. We then readily derive
where each d is now an absolute discriminant. In §5 are sketched the proof of formulas like (1) and (2) for the case of Abelian fields of type (1, 1, • • • , 1); in particular might be mentioned (18) and (19).
In § §6, 7, (1) and (2) and their analogs of §5 are applied to prove results that appear new. The results of the first section are contained in (30) and (31). A typical though particular result of §7 follows:
where neither a2 -b nor (a2 -b)b is a square. Then K, the field compounded of k}, ¿4s, k2 is readily seen to be Galoisian of degree eight, f and we shall prove Ç2Çk = f*,£"*'f*4* and By means of (1) and (2) a ratio of class numbers is transformed into a corresponding ratio of regulators. In §8 this ratio of regulators is considered and, in a particular case, an upper and a lower bound of a simple sort are determined.
I wish to take this opportunity to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor H. H. Mitchell for his valuable suggestions and his very helpful criticism.
Properties of Gm
Let G a be one of the I subgroups of Gm contained in (Gm -G¡+lI). Its operators will be denoted by 7\, • ■ • , Ta. The operators of G¡ will be taken as Si, • • • , S¡. We may suppose Sx = Tx = I. Lemma 1.
(3) Gm = GrTx + ■ ■ • + Gi-Ta = GfGa, and the factor group Gm/Gt = Ga.
To prove this, we observe first that the number of elements in Lemma 2.
(4) l=\ (moda).
1. Let Si(2£i-èî) be any element of (Gi-I). Then the set TaSiT*1 (a = 1, • • •, a) consists of a distinct elements of G. For from TaSiT^l=TßSiTß-1 we have SiT^TßSr1 = T^Tß. But this implies Ta = Tß.
2. Let now 5,-be any element of (Gi-I) not in the set TaSiT^x. Then the sets TaSiT^r1 and TaS¡T^1 have no element in common.
For from TaSiTä1 = TßSjTfl we should have Sj^T^TaSiT^Tß, which would mean that Sj belongs to the set TaSiT¿rl.
LEONARD CARLITZ [July Suppose now that GM is any subgroup of Gm. Let G¿ = D(GM,Gd, that is, the group common to Gm and G¡. We easily recognize that Gl is invariant under Gm-The nature of the factor group Gm/Gl is described by Lemmas 3 and 4.
Lemma 3. The factor group Gm/Gl is isomorphic with a subgroup of G".
The lemma follows immediately from a known theorem.* Lemma 4. The factor group Gm/Gl is isomorphic with G a, a, subgroup of Gm having only the identity in common with GlIf Gl does not exhaust Gm let us take as Ga one of the I isomorphic subgroups that has in common with Gm at least one element other than the identity.
By (3), Gm = GrTi+ ■ • ■ +G¡Ta; Ga = (Ti ■ ■ ■ Ta). Let us suppose that G m is contained in the first A complexes G¡-Ti+ ■ ■ ■ -\-Gi-TA and that the T's are so numbered that each complex actually contains at least one element of Gm. Comparison with the proof of Lemma 3 shows that the complex (Ti ■ ■ ■ Ta) forms a subgroup Ga of Gm isomorphic with Gm/Gl, thus establishing the lemma.
From Lemma 4 follows without difficulty Lemma 5. The complex (Gm-Gl+L-I) may be exhibited as the sum of L non-overlapping conjugate groups each isomorphic with Gm/Gl. Lemma 6. Let Gm be an invariant subgroup of Gm, such that Gm/GM is cyclic of order p. Then, either (I) I = L and a = pA; or (5) (II) I = pL and a = A = 1.
1. Assume (I) does not hold, and that A >1.
Now the L subgroups GA of Gm are contained in L of the / subgroups G". Let S (of Gi) transform one of these last groups into a Ga having only the identity in common with the set of L groups. Then the GA it contains is transformed into a group necessarily different from any of the L subgroups G a contained in Gm-Hence, when 1>L and A > 1, G m cannot be invariant under Gm.
2. Suppose then that 1>L, A = l, but a>A. Then * Cf. Frickè, Algebra, 1924, vol. 1, p. 277 . is an element of (Gm -Gi) and therefore of order ¿a.
But p = la/L>a; (6) is then impossible.
Derivation of the ¿"-relation
Dedekind* has shown how to derive the decomposition of a rational prime in a subfield of a Galois field when its decomposition in the larger field is assumed :
Let K be a Galois field of degree m and group Hm-Let k be a subfield of K of degree p corresponding to a subgroup H, of order v, m=pv. Suppose that in K The quantities t, a<, p<, gi, gí, X¿ must now be determined. Let Ht be the "Zerlegungsgruppe" f of any prime ideal ty in the right member of (7). Let Hm be decomposed with respect to the two subgroups H,, Ht:
the number of complexes is precisely r; no two complexes have an element in common; the number of elements in the ith. complex is Kpit where <TíPí = v and n.i-DiViH.vr^H,).
If H\ denote the "Trägheitsgruppe"J of the ideal $, then X¿ is the order of the group * Zur Theorie der Ideale, Göttinger Nachrichten, 1894, p. 272; or Fricke, Algebra, 1928, vol. 3, p. 186. Other relationships to be noted are « = g^, i = SiSi . gi^i = <n> a&i = *> Spí = eTo apply the Dedekind theory, suppose Hm = Gm as defined above.
1. Let#, = G,:
Gm=GrViHK+--+GrVTHi.
By Lemma 5, Hk = Gl Ga, Gl = D(Hk, G¡); and since jf7, satisfies all the assumptions made on Gm, we have H\ = Gl'Ga', where Gl> = D(Gl, tfx), Hx/Gl> = Ga..
We have then
DWi-H.Vr^Gt) = VíGl-Vt1, and
2. Let E, = Ga:
We may suppose G" is that one of the / conjugates that contains Ga(A >1; when A = \, any G0 will serve the purpose). Evidently Now in K we clearly have, using (7),
Let us fix our attention on a particular G,, and suppose it the Zerlegungsgruppe for some ^3, ty/p. We then seek that factor of ¿"*a(s) corresponding to p. By (8) 
To prove (1) we must then verify that the product of the expression (11) by the ath power of (12) is (using (10)) V *»*/ V p'J We notice first that G«, necessarily a subgroup of Gm, has the same properties as Gm (Lemma 5). Further it is known that G\ is invariant under G« and that the factor group GK/G\ is cyclic* Lemma 6 may then be applied, * Fricke, loc. cit., p. 175. The proof of (1) is then complete. It is unnecessary to give the proof of (la) since the Dedekind theory holds (with one obvious modification) for relative Galois fields.* 4. Proof of (2) Let ß be the fundamental formf of K, and let b be the "différente" of K. Evidently (13) b = n (ß -un).
U in G"
If k be any subfield of K, we shall let b(k) and S)(k) denote respectively the différente of k and the différente of K relative to k. As is well knownj
If we suppose that k corresponds to the subgroup Gm of Gm, then (15) 2)(¿) = n (0-UQ). Applying (15) we find that £>(*«) = LT(n -UQ), U in (G, -I),
Multiplying together the corresponding members of these /+1 equations we get (using (13)
so that (16) may be written
Now in a Galois field (of degree m) the discriminant is the wth power of the différente.! Hence, from (17) we infer
It seems scarcely necessary to go into the proof of (2a) ; the remark made in the Introduction indicates how it may'be readily derived from (2).
AbELIAN FIELDS OF TYPE (1, 1, • • • , 1)
We shall now briefly consider Abelian fields that are compounded of cyclic fields of equal prime degree. Assume then K an Abelian field with group Gq/oi type (1, 1, • • •, to/units), q a prime. G<¡/ contains (qf-\)/(q -\) subgroups of order q'~l;% hence K contains (qf -i)/(q-1) cyclic fields. If these fields be denoted by k1, ■ ■ • , kTi, where r/ = (qf-\)/(q-1), then we shall prove • $e)\ each $ of degree g. We employ Dedekind's method ( §3). Let G« be the Zerlegungsgruppe of ^3i (and therefore of each of the remaining $'s). Since GK/G\ is cyclic, there are but two cases to consider: (1) k=X; (2) K = q\.
( 
the products extending only to primes /> for which k=X. (,_JLY (,_±Y (i-±\"
From this we may write, since e-qi~l^=q,~l, and ert-x + (r¡ -rt)e/q = erf~l, (n(-^r)'"(n(-^rr(n(-¿rr the products extending only to primes p for which n = q\.
From (20) and (21) 
Raising both members of this equality to the qf-lih power, we find 7 (24) dv-i(JC) = ± nd(*), k of degree qf~l. X Then, exactly as in proving (18), we may prove (19) by induction, making use of (24). [July We may put (19) in a more general form that will be seen to include (24) 
Several illustrations and an application
It may be of interest at this point to give several examples illustrating the group Gm defined in §1.
(I) We mention first the case treated by Artin.* The group Gm may be defined as a group of transformations x = ax + ß, a and ß being marks of a finite (Galois) field of degree I = qf. The subgroup Gi consists of the transformations x = x + ß; a particular G0 is defined by x' =ax, so that it is in this case cyclic.
(II) In this example, G¡ and G0 are Abelian but / may be divisible by more than one prime.
Let l=pp •■• • pr* (e.^1); let a be chosen so that pi»i, mod a; let m< appertain to a, mod piei; choose u to satisfy «=«,, mod pf; then we define Gm as the group generated by 5 and T, Si=*I = T", TST~l=S". The group Gi is generated by S; and G0 may be taken as T and its powers.
(Ill) For the third instance,* we use a subgroup G72 of the Hessian group Gut.
The G72 is generated by Si, S2, Tx, T2, where
Sf -S* = I, 5*5, = SxS2; 2Y = Té = /, Tx2 = T22*I, T2Tx * Tx*Tt;
TxSiTr1 -SiS2, TxS.Tr1 -StSf, TaSxTr1 = Sx*S2, T»S2T2l = SiS2.
G¡ consists of Si, S2, and products of powers of these elements; Gi is evidently Abelian of type (1,1).
For a particular G« we take the group of order eight generated by T\ and T2. This group is not Abelian; it is indeed the quaternion group.
Returning to the first example, let K be a Galois field with group GiB as described (l = qf). Let ka be the field corresponding to G¡; it is evidently Abelian. Let kt be one of the / conjugate fields of degree /. Suppose it possible to choose m so that 0<m<f, qm= 1, mod a. Then it is easily seen that any subfield of K of degree qma is Galoisian; furthermore its structure is exactly like that of K if we merely replace / by m.
To begin with, let us think of K as relative Galoisian to ka; the relative group is Abelian of type (1, 1, • • • , 1). By (26a), if F = ka, (27) fr/^-v-,,»-^,/-,.»-! " nr*, the product extending over all subfields of K that are of degree qm relative to ka (that is, to F). Now, by (1), (28) ft* = r*/*,; and¿,-denoting one of the subfields of degree/ = qm of some k (k as in (27)),
¿"t* = US*, for each k. Substituting (28) and (29) in (27), we get 7,» (30) fr/^-r/-i,«-,fr/-i.«-, m Jj f*,, *' i IJuIy the product on the right extending over all fields of degree j = qn (each set of/ conjugate fields but one representative, namely, the one contained in k¡). We may in exactly the same way derive a relation like (30) for discriminants : (31) d(ktyf-^-i = ± TíJd(ki). i
A SECOND APPLICATION
We consider again the group Gm of §1, but we shall now make an additional restriction: a is some prime, q. Let us define a group Gias of order lq2 as the direct product of Gn and Hq, a group of order q. The group Giaj then contains q invariant subgroups isomorphic with G": If Ga be generated by T, i.e., Ga = {T}, and Hq = { U}, then the q subgroups are GriU'T} (i=l,---,q).
Suppose now K is an absolute Galois field with group Gia» as defined above. To each G¡ { U'T} corresponds a cyclic field kj of degree q; K is a relative Galois field of relative degree m with respect to kj ; the relative group isGi •{ Z/'rjji.e. Gm. Accordingly, if in (la) we let F = kj,
where Kj is of relative degree q, and Ki is of relative degree /. The field Kj is then of absolute degree q ; if we think of K as an absolute Galois field, then, since G¡a2 has but one subgroup of order I, evidently all the symbols Kj denote the same field, Kt, say. Further G¡ is invariant under G¡aj and the factor group is Abelian of type (1, 1) ; therefore Kt is Abelian with group of the same type. The q fields kj are of course subfields of Kt; it must contain one other; namely, the field corresponding to the subgroup GiXHq(X means direct product); this field will be called kq. By (18) where ri = number of real fields conjugate to k, r2 = number of pairs of imaginary fields conjugate to k, w = number of roots of unity in k, i? = regulator in k* Let us return to the (absolute) Galois field K with group Gm as defined in §1. We shall assume in what follows that K is real; we see then that * See, for example, Hecke, Die Theorie der Algebraischen Zahlen, p. 156.
[July 2m~lR (K) Hence, by (1), (2), and (37) (38) ,^ V-^R(ki)
where, as in §2, Gi = (Si,
We shall now consider the quotient of regulators in the right member of (38). Let ei, • • •, ea_i be a set of fundamental units in ka; iji, • • • , tji^i a set of fundamental units in k¡. It will be convenient to employ the following abbreviations:
, 5,), G" = (ri, • • • , T.), 5i = ri = 7. We construct the set of a distinct elements TiS2Ti~l(i = l, ■ ■ ■ , a). It will be convenient to denote the members of this set by Uu ■ ■ ■ , Ua. We now consider the set of (m -1) units eit UaVi (¿ = 1, • • • , a -1; / = 1, • • • ,/-l;a = l, • • • , a). Our object is to prove that at least when I is a prime, they form a set of independent units in K. Since much of the work goes through in the general case, we shall make no assumption about the nature of I until it is necessary. The regulator of the units in question will be called Ro; it will be formed thus: (al-a zeros).
•A = ± l-lR ( 
The determinant |A^,-,-1 is a generalization of the class of determinants known as circulants. When Ga is Abelian the determinant may be transformed into a product of determinants of the (/-l)st order; this is a direct generalization of a known result.* Assuming then that G" is Abelian in absolute value. Now exactly the same result obtains when Nla is an ordinary (rather than a matric) quantity.
We see then that a determinant like ¡Ni,-\ may be reduced to a product of determinants of order I -1 by treating its mairie elements as if they were ordinary numbers.
We suppose in the following that Gm is a "congruence group, modulo /," that is, a group that may be defined as the set of transformations! x' = ax + ß (mod I).
Let r appertain to the index a, mod /; then, if we define a matrix A of order (/-l)by it is easily seen that the set of matrices Nia is now replaced by A' (i=0, • ■ • , a-1). It should be noticed that (44) A1 = E, E + A-\-+¿'-» = 0.
Also, since Ga is now cyclic, its characters may be expressed in terms of p, a primitive root of unity of index a. From the above it readily follows that (42) becomes
The determinants in the right member may be evaluated by substituting for A a primitive lih root of unity, f. Now, ^/P'T'' is n°t zero; this follows from Kronecker's theorem on the irreducibility of the cyclotomic equation. We may then assert that ¡Na | ?¿0. Therefore, by (39) and (40), Ra is not zero, so that the statement made at the beginning of this section is substantiated: e" UaViform a set of independent units in K. Explicit results may be obtained very easily in two extreme cases:
(I) a = l-\; (II) a = 2.
(I) a = l -1. To evaluate the right member of (45) (50) n\ £>"-.
We return again to (47) and begin by applying S~l:
(51) Y,biEi + E T.baS'-'Hi = « log | S~lB | .
The double summation can be transformed thus : j-i j-i
By one of the conditions in (47), (t, bx, ■ ■ ■ , £>¡_2) = 1, so that e is not the rth power of a unit in ka. It remains to show that e = B\ is impossible for any Bx of K. Since ka is a maximal proper subfield of K, r must be a multiple of I. Hence we need only consider the possibility of 6 = B¿.
But as K does not (under our assumptions) contain the ItW roots of unity, this equality cannot hold.
We see then that t is unity, and therefore (56) n\l.
Taking this in conjunction with (47), we see that our assertion on the ratio of Ro to R(K) is proved.
It is natural to enquire as to the number of independent relations like (47) actually existing in a field K. An exact answer apparently entails great difficulties; however it is easy to determine the maximum number of such relations. Making use of (50), this number is seen to be (I -1) (I -2). Therefore, we have at once If (57) be compared with (36), we obtain the following class-number relationship (a = l-1):
(58) h(K) =;<'+» v-»i2-*h(ka)hl-Kh).
It is of course rather obvious that the methods of this section may be applied to the other types of fields considered above. It does not however seem possible (using only these methods) to go as far as (57). On the other hand, Pollaczek, in the paper referred to above, obtains interesting results in the Abelian case ( §5).
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